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EARLY YEARS  4 – 11

PICTURE BOOKS  12 – 33

REFERENCE  34 – 37

NOVELTY & ACTIVITY   38 – 45 
FICTION  46 – 47 

BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS
A LOVE STORY

RIGHTS SOLD: KOREAN,  
SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

2018 – Librànous Award  
(by 250 booksellers)

“With a cheerful imagination, 
Gilles Bachelet sets a couple  
in the everyday life with  
a fantastic fantasy and invention. 
Pleasant and often hilarious, 
 the staging gives its lightness  
to this path of life whose worries 
and sorrows come out appeased. 
Gorgeous.” — Le Monde des livres

OVER AND UNDER ANIMALS

RIGHTS SOLD: GERMAN,  
RUSSIAN, SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

NEXT COEDITION: DELIVERY FOB 
HONG-KONG – AUGUST 2018  
(TRANSLATED PDFS: MAY 2018)

“Flaps to lift and clear explanations 
reveal the secrets of the animals' 
functioning with dazzling 
illustrations.” — ADEM

INSIDE THE GOOD GUYS

RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN,  
SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

NEXT COEDITION: DELIVERY FOB 
HONG-KONG – AUGUST 2018  
(TRANSLATED PDFS: MAY 2018)

“Splendid and full of humour.”  
— Actualitte

ALMOST EVERYTHING

RIGHTS SOLD: GERMAN, SPANISH, 
GREEK, DUTCH, ENGLISH (US),  
POLISH, RUSSIAN, SIMPLIFIED 
CHINESE, LITHUANIAN

A classic.  
More than 64 000 copies  
sold in 10 languages!

ONCE UPON A TIME…  
MY FAIRY TALE PICTURE BOOK

RIGHTS SOLD: SPANISH, CATALAN

“A picture book with a striking and 
colorful style we can only advise” 
— Mes Premières Lectures

WHOSE SKELETON IS THIS? 

2017 – Shortlisted for the Goût  
des sciences Award (Minister  
of Education and Research)

RIGHTS SOLD: GERMAN, DUTCH, 
POLISH, SIMPLIFIED CHINESE, KOREAN, 
SPANISH, CATALAN, FINNISH, CZECH, 
ENGLISH (WORLD)

“A clear and seductive popularization.” 
— La revue des livres pour enfants  
— BNF (French National Library)



EARLY YEARS/ AGES: 0+

5

I LOST MY TONGUE
MICHAËL ESCOFFIER, ILL. BY SÉBASTIEN MOURRAIN

MAY 2018
165 X 225 MM – 28 PAGES – BOARD BOOK WITH ROUND CORNERS – €11.90

“Yesterday, I was eating ice-cream, and I lost my tongue.”

Is it at the baker’s? Crocodile saw nothing, he was in his bath.  
Did the witch throw it in her soup? Unless it was taken by aliens…

“No, don’t be silly,” the ice-cream says, “aliens don’t exist…”

A whimsical story, part adventure and part picture-book, where the reader 
hunts for this prankster of a tongue, who is hiding as an umbrella, a tub,  
or a cauldron. With an ending that will delight the younger readers!

SELLING POINTS:

•  A simple and strong 2-pantone style,  
adapted to toddlers. 

•  A humorous board book, which will make 
children and parents laugh.

•  Spot-UV on every page where the tongue appears, 
to have fun spotting it and touching it.
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EARLY YEARS/ AGES: 2+

HERE COMES SUMMER! 
SERIES  

PAULINE KALIOUJNY

MAY 2018 
175 X 175 MM – 18 PAGES – BOARD BOOK WITH ROUND CORNERS,  
EMBOSSING, SPOT UV AND FLAPS – €10.90

A board book to gently touch and welcome Summer!

It’s Summer! Time to put on your sunglasses, to cover yourself with sunscreen, 
and to go play in the waves. The sun shines, the shadow under the pine trees  
is fresh, the summer colours sparkle. Take your time to do nothing, get warm 
like a lizard under the sun...

In this beautiful board book to touch, the little animals prepare themselves,  
like the child, to enjoy their summer. Pages to stroke, flaps to lift, shapes  
to follow with the tip of your fingers: all for the greatest pleasure of the  
little ones.

SELLING POINTS:

•  A book made to touch and delight 
 the fingers of the smallest.

•  A sensitive and warm board book  
that announces the arrival of Summer.

•  Previous title:  
“Voilà l’hiver is so soft that you want to stroke  
the slightly textured pages. An extremely poetic 
picture book with beautiful linocut illustrations  
full of tenderness.” — La mare aux mots

IN THE SAME SERIES:

Lézardons au soleil, ou dans la fraîcheur de l’ombre.

matièreVoila l ete - interieur.indd   9-10 30/11/2017   12:58
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EARLY YEARS/ AGES: 3+

ANIMALS  
THAT LOOK ALIKE

DIE-
CUT

OLIVIA COSNEAU

MAY 2018 
170 X 170 MM – 28 PAGES – HARDBACK, LIGHT CARD, ONE DIE-CUT SHAPE 
ON EACH SPREAD – €10.90

A reference book with die-cuts to learn how to tell  
the difference between animals that look alike.

How do you tell the difference between an owl and a tawny owl,  
a camel and a dromedary, a rabbit and a hare, a rat and a mouse,  
a viper and a grass snake?

This board book with die-cuts will teach children (and their parents) 
to observe and recognize the animals – both familiar and exotic –  
that are so easily confused with others.

SELLING POINTS:

• A playful board book with die-cuts.

•  An essential book to never confuse 
camels and dromedaries again.

•  Olivia Cosneau has published several 
successful pop-up books at Hélium.

… l’abeille, ronde et velue, qui butine le nectar. 

Elle ramène sur ses pattes 
arrière le pollen  
à la ruche et ne pique  
que si elle est en danger.
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SELLING POINTS:

•  Anouk Ricard’s fourth picture book at Seuil 
Jeunesse after successful Little Guidebook for  
the Potty (11,000 copies sold).

•  A book to accompany the youngest with 
intelligence and humour.

THE LITTLE GUIDEBOOK 
TO TRAVEL PEACEFULLY
SERIES  

PAULE BATTAULT, ILL. BY ANOUK RICARD 

MARCH 2018 
175 X 175 MM – 14 PAGES – BOARD BOOK WITH ROUND CORNER – €9.90

Here is a little off the wall guidebook to discover all the ways to travel 
without getting upset!

After the success of the three previous titles of this series, here is a new off 
the wall Little Guidebook to consider small and big trips of everyday life with 
calm. In the subway, on the bus, the train or the car, each trip holds numerous 
surprises and this book is here to help the youngest and their parents travel 
with joy and good mood!

Humorous illustrations by Anouk Ricard to think about the travel time with  
a smile.

Dans le métro, 
c’est souvent compliqué 

pour maman et papa… 
Il faut les aider !

Ne t’éloigne pas d’eux, tu pourrais les perdre. 
Eh non, on ne fait pas un deuxième tour  
dans l’escalator. Ce n’est pas un manège.

Et dans la voiture des parents!? 
Assis sur ton siège bébé comme sur un trône,

c’est toi aussi le roi!!
La preuve, tu peux choisir la musique.

INTERIEUR  petit manuel pour voyager tranquille.indd   6 17/11/2017   13:01

IN THE SAME SERIES:

EARLY YEARS/ AGES: 3+



PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 3+
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SELLING POINTS:

•  Finding what has and what has not changed:  
an album that develops a child’s observational 
skills.

•  The work of an exceptional artist, with simple 
shapes, bold colours, a style highly suited  
to the youngest.

THE WIND BEGINS  
TO HOWL
MARIE SAARBACH

JUNE 2018 
250 X 205 MM – HARDBACK – 32 PAGES – €13.50

A poetic picture book that will teach children to observe the sky  
and its many changes.

A tree, a sky, a house, a dog, a kite, a child… all is quiet, the sun shines down, 
a child plays… But the wind suddenly picks up, softly at first, then more 
and more. The storm arrives, thunder rumbles, and gradually, the landscape 
changes. But on each page, in the midst of this transformed world, some things 
remain the same, elements that are reassuringly constant, for the reader to find 
and hold on to.

And after the storm, all is quiet again, and the emerging rainbow returns  
a bit of colour to this rain-washed landscape.

L’orage éclate

LE VENT SE LEVE - INTE03.indd   9 07/02/2018   14:14

working spreads

working cover

Le tonnerre gronde

13



PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 4+

15

HELLO SPRING
DIDIER LÉVY, ILL. BY FLEUR OURY

MARCH 2018 
200 X 270 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €12.90

A tender picture book to face the changes in life such as the arrival  
of a little sister or brother.

One Spring morning, the house of a little badger’s family starts to grow.  
First there are little imperceptible changes that progressively become disturbing. 
It feels strange when it seems you’re the only one who’s not changing.  
Mommy’s belly grows bigger, daddy’s too. Much tenderness will be needed, 
words that enlighten and comfort during the night, and patience so that in the 
morning, you find yourself having a little brother or sister and a heart filled 
with love...

SELLING POINTS:

• A poetic and tender album to celebrate Spring.

•  A picture book to softly prepare children  
for the arrival of a little brother or sister.

•  Fleur Oury: a young and talented artist,  
who illustrated Même plus peur at Seuil Jeunesse, 
and Premier matin at Les Fourmis Rouges.

BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR:

– Peut-être qu’au printemps les maisons se mettent à fleurir ? 
ont dit papa et maman étonnés.



PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 6+
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SELLING POINTS:

•  A story with all the hallmarks of a fairy tale,  
full rhythms and sayings.

•  An endearing character, an adventurer who will 
remind us that nothing is impossible to those 
whose hearts are filled with joy and courage!

•  This is the second album published by Seuil 
Jeunesse (following Emmett et Cambouy, 
published in 2017) for Delphine Renon,  
an illustrator with research, tenderness,  
and poetry into all her work.

BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR:

UN APRÈS-MIDI particulièrement radieux,  

elle croise aux abords d’une clairière une dame petite,  

dodue comme tout. Elle porte une robe en velours  

gonflée de dix... quoi, vingt jupons au moins !  

Elle agite les bras comme un chef d’orchestre.  

Tout autour d’elle, en rangs serrés, des oiseaux pépient, 

roucoulent, gazouillent…  

Il y a même un vieux hibou qui bouboule. 

« Bien le bonjour, ma petite demoiselle ! Qui es-tu ?  

Où vas-tu ainsi ? 

– Je m’appelle Marfa et je m’en vais trouver  

Celui des ours pour le guérir de sa mélancolie.

HE OF THE BEARS
CÉLINE VERNOZY, ILL. BY DELPHINE RENON

MAY 2018 
210 X 253 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €14.50

The story, a near-fairy tale, of the kind-hearted adventurer!
Marfa lives deep in the forest, her kingdom, her domain… 
One day, she hears tell that far, far away from her, He of the Bears has been 
stricken with a profound and incurable illness, in consequence of which the 
bears no longer dance. Marfa is horrified. If the bears don’t dance, the Earth  
can no longer turn properly!

“Hop! Here’s my bag, and hopefully, this is the right way!” 
Following her heart, Marfa sets off to help out the bears, despite her friends’ 
warnings.
As she goes around to meet with She of the Birds, She of the Wolves,  
He of the Bees, and many others, Marfa bundles up everything she will  
need for her greatest encounter: a few songs, the courage of lions, a lot of 
respect, the sweetness of gingerbread… and here she is now, at the end of  
her journey, ready to soften the heart of He of the Bears who dances no more…



SELLING POINTS:

•  The delicate naturalistic drawings  
of Mathias Friman.

•  A funny story where all the roles are 
reversed, where the observer becomes 
the observed!

Les amis ont échangé leurs découvertes. Léon a tout pris en note :  
il enverra ses conclusions à l’Académie, qui les fera entrer  
dans l’encyclopédie. Et maintenant ?

« Oui, où va-t-on maintenant ? demande Majortom. 

- Sur Mars, étudier les Martiens ?  propose Léon. 
- Non, répond Hippolyte, après ce qu’on vient de voir, c’est trop banal.  
- J’ai une idée ! s’exclame Sergent Poivre. Et si on allait étudier…  
les parents ? »

PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 3+

19

THE JOURNEY
CAROLINE PELLISSIER, ILL. BY MATHIAS FRIMAN

APRIL 2018 
290 X 207 MM – 32 PAGES – HARDBACK – €13.50

A crew of animals goes on an extraordinary journey to discover  
and observe real children.
Léon the lion, Hippolyte the hippopotamus, and Sergent Poivre the giraffe 
decide to embark on a scientific expedition. All is meticulously planned,  
every detail accounted for, nothing must be left behind, for their destination  
is far and their goal ambitious: the observation of real children.
And what better place to do this than at a zoo?!
And so we find our wild animals infiltrating the cages in the night,  
abandoning their usual cloths to better fit in.
In the morning, the zoo opens, and the results are fascinating: Children are 
amused by everything, they cry their eyes out for a fallen lollipop, they can 
spend hours repeating the same gestures or doing nothing at all…
Incredible!



PICTURE BOOK/ AGES: 3+
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Benoît Debecker ARTHUR THE BANDIT
BENOIT DEBECKER 

MAY 2018 
240 X 310 MM – 48 PAGES – HARDBACK – €14.90

Where we learn that books have the power to turn the most terrible 
bandit into the most terrific storyteller!

As a child, Arthur was a little monster. Nothing pleased him more than 
terrorising other kids, skipping school, and playing dirty tricks on the 
grownups. Naturally, as time went by, he became Arthur the Bandit, robbing 
passersby and bullying children and adults alike. And so Arthur lives alone, 
and sometimes he gets bored. TV has not been invented yet, and the Bandit, 
poor thing, does not know how to read.

One day, after a bad fall, he meets Rose, a woman that nothing can bother,  
and certainly not a rude bandit. Bedridden, he is forced to listen to her stories, 
and against all odds, starts to actually enjoy them. He learns to read and write, 
and goes back on the road to fix all his misdeeds and spread the stories he has 
learned. 

And so it was that our terrible bandit became a terrific storyteller!

SELLING POINTS:

• A scary story about a bandit.

• A compelling album that reminds  
us of the power of books and stories.

•  Author and illustrator Benoit Debecker's  
first album for Seuil Jeunesse.

22 23

Marie-Rose qui, soit dit en passant, 
n’est pas si vieille que ça, poursuit sa lecture, l’air de rien.

Marie-Rose sort de sa bibliothèque 
tous les livres que ses enfants ont lus 
et que ses petits-enfants lisent encore.

« Des histoires pour bébés ! »
se moque Arthur.

Et il n’écoute plus, rêvant 
à tout ce qu’il pourrait voler 

à la vieille une fois guéri.



PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 3+
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WHERE ARE YOU?
BARROUX

FEBRUARY 2018 
225 X 280 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €13.90

RIGHTS SOLD: KOREAN

A sweet and funny picture book to talk about the endangered species 
and the animal welfare.

The king is bored. Nothing diverts him. But then one morning, in his bath,  
he has a great idea: plan a giant hide-and-seek. He counts to ten, the animals 
hide. And no one is better at this game than our king. From the smallest 
creatures of the bottom of the sea, to the great golden eagle on the peaks,  
he finds them all in record time. All of them? Well, not really…  
But since the king had a great time, the animals decide not to tell him about  
the dodo from Madagascar or about the tiger from Tasmania, who have still  
not been found to this day...

SELLING POINTS:

•  With a bonus of two non-fiction double pages 
about extinct animals to raise awareness among 
children.

•  A hilarious outcome to laugh while considering 
grave topics.

•  Previous title Line of Fire! : “A witness statement, 
the untrammelled, unedited voice of someone who 
was there.” — Michael Morpurgo

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

- 98, 99, 100. 
C’est parti !
Où êtes-vous ?
Je vais vous trouver. 

Vu !



PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 3+
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THE NIGHTMARE’S  
UNDERPANTS
CLAUDINE AUBRUN, ILL. BY MAGALI LE HUCHE

FEBRUARY 2018 
210 X 230 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €12.50

RIGHTS SOLD: SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

A hilarious picture book, illustrated by Magali Le Huche,  
to help children get rid of their nightmares...

As all children their age, Nine and Doux often wake up, terrorized by a bad 
dream. So Doux tells Nine how he has managed to get rid of his nightmare once 
and for all: one night, the monster came into his room. He was breathing loud 
next to his bed. Doux thought it was a ruse to scare him. But no! The nightmare 
had cought a cold! Looking slightly at him, Doux even saw him putting his 
finger in his nose. He hid behind his chair to observe him at ease...  
What a joke this nightmare! He was wearing wool-made underpants, 
and a thread was sticking out! Doux had an idea: he grabbed the thread  
and ran in circles around the nightmare. One round, two rounds, three rounds...  
After four rounds, the underpants was just a long unraveled string, and the 
naked nightmare looked really embarassed. Hopefully Doux is not resentful:  
to gain forgiveness, he lended the nightmare an underwear. And the nightmare, 
thankful, went away and never came back.

Thanks to this picture book with hilarious and quirky illustrations, children 
will finally be able to laugh about their nightmares.

SELLING POINTS:

•  A hilarious picture book to help children  
laugh at their nightmares and get rid of them.

•  Magali Le Huche: the author of the successful 
music sound books series Paco (Gallimard 
Jeunesse) and Jean-Michel Le Caribou  
(Actes Sud) translated into many languages!

• Nightmares: a thrilling topic!

Doux expliqua : 
– Tous les soirs, mon cauchemar entrait dans la chambre. 
Il se mettait à côté de mon lit, il respirait fort… Je sentais 
son souffle sur mes joues.
– Quelle horreur ! chuchota Nine.
– Et puis, une nuit, ajouta Doux, il s’est passé  
quelque chose. 

  e  un  u  ss .



PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 6+
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SCHOOL, MUMMY,  
AND ME
CLOTHILDE DELACROIX

JUNE 2018 
190 X 255 MM – 88 PAGES – HARDBACK – €14.90

In this sweet and funny comic-book-style album, an endearing family  
of rabbits helps us through the return to school.

In this rabbit family, life is always intense! Thus, each new school year  
is a chance for mother and daughter to reminisce on the great moments of a day 
or a school year, from the discovery of the new classroom to the playground 
jungle, from grudgingly learning new rules to the choosing of new school 
supplies, from the joys of the cafeteria to those of homework…

With lots of humour and tenderness, Clothilde Delacroix writes about  
school and the mother-daughter relationship, all the shared experiences  
that are sometimes painful (waking up early and always, always hurrying…)  
but often full of joy (especially when there are chips for lunch!).

SELLING POINTS:

•  An album that helps ease the difficult return 
to school, going through all the important 
moments of the day and the year. 

•  A sweet and funny album about the relationship 
between a mother and her daughter.

•  A second and very personal album at Le Seuil 
Jeunesse by Clothilde Delacroix, the author  
and illustrator of the popular series Lolotte  
(École des Loisirs), Gros Mensonges and Bof… 
(Talents-Hauts), La piscine magique  
(Didier Jeunesse)…

working cover



PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 3+
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THE SWIMMING POOL 
SERIES

ANTONIN LOUCHARD

MARCH 2018 
180 X 180 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €8.90

Our favorite little rabbit is back for a trip to the swimming pool.  
And he is as unbearable as usual...

What child hasn’t wanted to escape swimming time?

Our little rabbit brings up all the excuses he can come up with to remain dry: 
ear infection, verruca, lethal bronchitis, stenches and aquatic predators.  
To be more convincing, he even brought a notice from Dr. Migeot. Well yes, 
there are several spelling mistakes, but that should do, right?

With his great sense of humour and outcome, Antonin Louchard tells about 
a classic of school trips: the swimming pool. Children will surely laugh and 
parents will remember wonderful school memories...

SELLING POINTS:

•  An endearing hero, who has already proved 
himself to children.

•  Antonin Louchard, a renowned French author.

•  The Worst Potty Training Book has sold close  
to 10,000 copies.

IN THE SAME SERIES:

− Oui, je sais.
Mais le docteur Migeot est formel :

c’est le meilleur maillot
pour faire fuir les requins...

− Oh, un poisson mort !

−  ien    ssure ous
que  otre sac contient tout

ce qu’il faut pour la piscine...



PICTURE BOOKS/ AGES: 3+
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LISON  
IN THE COUNTRYSIDE 
SERIES

ANDRÉ BOUCHARD

APRIL 2018 
260 X 200 MM – 64 PAGES – HARDBACK – €12.90

It’s the holidays, and Lison is off to the countryside! All of André 
Bouchard’s wit and humour are channelled into the adventures of a little 
city girl discovering the outdoors.

Lison is in the countryside for the holidays, where she discovers an exotic, 
delightful, yet intimidating world: the farm animals that sing early in the 
morning, the flowers’ pollen that makes her sneeze, the tall grass that hides 
mysterious creatures… Through these fifteen comic strips, André Bouchard 
chronicles the everyday life in the country of our dear little Lison, as fanciful 
and cheeky as ever.

SELLING POINTS:

•  The third book in André Bouchard’s first series 
for the early years!

•  An original style, halfway between a picture book 
and a comics.

•  A mix between Calvin and Hobbes and Mafalda 
for the youngest!

•  By the same author, Les Lions ne mangent pas de 
croquettes, has sold over 20,000 copies to date.

La Campagne - INTE_v2.indd   23 09/02/2018   11:36

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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EARLY MAN
JANUARY 2018 – 3 TITLES

GUILLAUME NAIL  
THE SMALL PICTURE BOOK – 190 X 190 MM – 
32 PAGES ON OFFSET PAPER – HARDBACK – €6.95 – AGE: 3+ 

RIGHTS SOLD: DUTCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN

GUILLAUME NAIL  
THE LARGE PICTURE BOOK – 285 X 255 MM – 48 PAGES ON OFFSET PAPER –  
HARDBACK – €10.95 – AGE: 6+

RIGHTS SOLD: DUTCH, GERMAN

THE ACTIVITY BOOK WITH STICKERS, STOP MOTION GUIDE  
210 X 260 MM – 24 PAGES + 12 PAGES STICKERS – €5.95 – AGE: 6+

RIGHTS SOLD: DUTCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN

The upcoming stop-motion animated film turned into books!

Early Man is a hilarious comedy about a plucky caveman, Dug, who leads  
his misfit tribe in an epic battle to save their home from the mighty Bronze Age.  
Set at the dawn of time when prehistoric creatures and woolly mammoth 
roamed the earth, Dug, along with sidekick Hognob unites his tribe in a battle 
to beat the Bronze Age tribe at their own game, resulting in becoming the very 
first game of European football.

Directed by Nick Park and written by Mark Burton and John O’Farrell,  
Early Man is the new stop-motion film released by Aardman studios after 
among others Wallace & Gromit and Chicken Run.

SELLING POINTS:

• A hilarious prehistoric football story!

•  World publishing rights except  
for English, Chinese and Japanese.

•  Shaun The Sheep grossed over USD 100m 
worldwide and was nominated for Best Animated 
Feature at the Academy Awards and BAFTA.

•  By Wallace & Gromit’s director Nick Park  
who won four Academy Awards.

•  To be distributed worldwide in 2018.

The Large Picture Book The Small Picture Book

The Activity Book with stickers

MOVIE 

TIE-INS

à la 
chasse

Pour partir à la chasse aux lapins, 
Dug doit retrouver Nobnob, son fidèle sanglier de compagnie. 

Aide-le à le rejoindre sans croiser la route  
de l’affreux Lord Noz et ses mammouths !

 Son meilleur ami est monsieur Roc.

 Il est le chef de la tribu.

 Il va en falloir à Dug pour affronter Lord Noz.

 Animal qui sert de messager à la reine.

 Il faut en marquer pour gagner.

 Ce que préfère Lord Noz au monde.

 Moment de préparation avant le match.

 Elle est composée de 11 joueurs.

 Dug et Nobnob sont des…

 Objet rond adoré par Mona.

 Arme utilisée pour chasser.

 Animal préhistorique.

 Le gentil géant de la tribu.

Si les mots fléchés avaient existé à la préhistoire, 
Bobnar aurait sûrement préféré rester au coin du feu à jouer 

plutôt que d’aller chasser le lapin avec sa tribu ! 
Aide-le à compléter la grille ci-dessous.

reMUe MÉniNGes
CHeZ Les sauVaGes

4 5



REFERENCE/ AGES: 6+
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WHAT IS BEING  
A GROWNUP? 
SERIES

LAURENCE SALAÜN, ILL. BY GILLES RAPAPORT

MAY 2018 
180 X 330 MM – 72 PAGES – HARDBACK – €13,90

Let us take a look at a Grownup through the definition of thirty  
words that paint a humorous and meaningful portrait of this  
mysterious creature that all children fear to and want to become.

The Grownups do what they want. They can eat chips for breakfast.  
They can eat bananas with sausages. Can put cheese in their coffee.

Grownups are risk-takers. They dare to fall off the slide and get up again.  
That’s right!

The Grownups like movies about zombies, vampires, and other baddies.  
So much so that they stay till the end of the film.

But most importantly: the Grownup is not a good little child anymore.  
He is a bit sensible, a bit philosophical, and he likes himself as he is, and does 
keep himself from dreaming. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  A little satirical, and full of tenderness,  
this book deals with the desire and fear  
of growing up.

•  Growing up: a universal subject that will  
concern even the parents.

•  A well-written, clear and easy-to-read text 
that will delight children and parents alike !

•  Following the successes of There Are Rules  
and What Is A Good Pupil?, the Rapaport-
Salaün duo takes on another key subject  
of growing up.

IN THE SAME SERIES:

21

C’EST PAS CLAIR LES IMAGES 
DANS TON LIVRE…

AH…
JE ME DISAIS AUSSI…

CE SONT DES MOTS.

Être un grand, c’est connaître  
(tu ne peux pas imaginer que c’est possible  
et pourtant ça l’est!!), c’est connaître  
ses tables de multiplication, les accords  
du participe passé et la capitale  
de la Mongolie-Intérieure.  
Non. Peut-être pas la capitale  
de la Mongolie-Intérieure. 

C’est lire des livres de plus de cinquante pages.  
Sans dessin. Et pas de droite à gauche. 
 

C’est lire des livres  
avec des mots écrits 
en petits caractères. 
C’est aussi faire, hum, comment te dire… des efforts.



REFERENCE/ AGES: 8+
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HISTORY OF THE WORLD 
IN 100 WORKS OF ART
BÉATRICE FONTANEL

NOVEMBER 2018 
162 X 113 MM – 96 PAGES – HARBACK – €21

Take a journey back in time with this fascinating art and history book! 

Through 100 works of art from all eras and from all places, this reference  
book offers children and their families a history of the world from Antiquity  
to nowadays.

Conceived as a journey around the world, the reader goes chronologically  
from civilizations to civilizations and discover their flagship works of art.

Rock paintings from the Lascaux caves, the Mayan empire, the Vikings  
and the art of the Mughal princes, the Edo era in Japan and Inuit art: 
a profusion of historical periods and masterpieces that tell History. 

A wonderful journey across countries, eras and cultures!

SELLING POINTS:

•  A well-known author in the field of art 
history for children. 

•  An approach to the history of the world  
not only confined to the Western World, 
both original and up-to-date.

•  A rich iconography beautifully highlighted 
with a refined layout.

ŒUVRES

BÉATRICE     FONTANEL

D’ART

Le Ramayana, texte fondateur de l’hindouisme,  
est composé de 96 000 vers qui racontent les aventures 

merveilleuses de Rama, prince indien, parti à la recherche 
 de son épouse Sita, enlevée par le démon Ravana.  

Cette épopée, attribuée à un légendaire poète nommé Valmiki, 
s’est forgée entre le IIIe siècle avant J-C. et le IIIe siècle après J.-C.

► RÉGION : INDE ► ÉPOQUE : XVII e SIÈCLE 

Réveiller le géant endormi, défier le Roi 
des serpents ou vaincre l’armée des dé-
mons, sont les plus célèbres épisodes du 
Ramayana : ce texte toujours cher au cœur 
des Hindous raconte la vie du prince Rama, 
l’une des réincarnations du dieu Vishnou. La 
saga raconte sa jeunesse jusqu’à son exil 
et l’enlèvement de sa belle épouse Sita par 
le démon Ravana. Mais tout se terminera 
bien. Rama retrouve son trône et gouverne 
selon les sages principes de l’Hindouisme. 
Suivre chaque jour l’exemple de Rama est 
donc un acte sacré qui conduit à la sagesse. 
Copié, adapté, traduit du sanscrit pendant 
des siècles, le Ramayana est aussi chanté et 
joué au théâtre, partout en Inde et en Asie 
du Sud-Est. L’épopée a inspiré les peintres 
et les illustrateurs, tous rétribués pendant 
de longues années par les souverains, les 
maharadjas des différents royaumes indiens. 

À la fin du XVIIe siècle, un puissant em-
pire domine l’Inde, dirigé par les grands 
Moghols. Venus d’Asie centrale, attirés 
par les richesses du nord de l’Inde, ces 
conquérants musulmans, tolérants et raf-
finés, vont léguer au monde des trésors 
artistiques, souvent inspirés de la tradition 
hindoue. En 1651, Jagat Singh, prince d’un 
royaume du Rajasthan, le Mewar, veut 
rivaliser avec son empereur, le Grand 
Moghol Akbar, descendant du célèbre 
Gengis Khan. Jagat pense lui que sa dy-
nastie descend de Rama. Il confie à trois 
artistes, dont un musulman, le soin d’il-
lustrer 450 épisodes célèbres parmi les 
24 000 couplets du Ramayana. Le résultat 
est éblouissant, considéré comme l’un 
des plus beaux manuscrits enluminés du 
monde. En référence à sa région, ce chef 
d’œuvre est appelé le Mewar Ramayana.

◄ Marionnette de cuir peint  
représentant Brahala Hitam,  
théâtre d’ombres, en Indonésie

↓ Kumbhakarna est un géant 
condamné par le dieu Brahma 
à vivre endormi. Mais son frère 
Ravana, démon à dix têtes, 
a besoin de ses services pour 
combattre le courageux Rama. 
Une armée de personnages 
tente en vain de le réveiller 
en faisant un vacarme 
d’enfer, braiements d’âne, 
barrissements d’éléphants, 
coups, cris dans son oreille, 
musiques et même des piles 
de nourritures pour flatter 
son odorat. 
Enluminure du Mewar 
Ramayana, 1653.

LE RAMAYANA
DES PRINCES 

MOGHOLS

16 17

working cover

working spread

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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NOVELTY & ACTIVITY/ AGES: 3+
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HIDE AND SEEK  
IN THE CITY
AGATHE DEMOIS, VINCENT GODEAU

SEPTEMBER 2018 
240 X 190 MM – 32 PAGES – BOARD BOOK – €14.50

A walk, a dive in the heart of the city to discover what hides inside  
the houses and the fantasies of their inhabitants...

At the beginning of the book: a red filter magnifying glass. The little reader 
walks in the city and makes the magnifying glass slide on the pictures, 
revealing the inside of the houses. The reader meets their strange inhabitants 
and discovers the poetry of their everyday life. The red drawings disappear 
under the red filter to reveal the blue drawings resting underneath: a thousand 
scenes, details, situations and zany characters are brought to life under  
our astounded eyes. 
And there is more! 23 animals are hidden thoughout the book.  
Will you manage to spot them?

SELLING POINTS:

•  This is the second picture book of the duo  
after their success with The Great Journey,  
which has sold more than 10,000 copies and  
has been translated into twelve languages.

•  The Great Journey “Not many books make us gasp, 
this one definitly did. In fact, we broke records on 
the longest jaw-drop ever when we discovered this 
magical book” — Anorak magazine, UK

•  This board book has a numerical app which  
won a mention at the 2018 Bologna book Fair!  
A second animated and funny reading.

Au bureau, M. le Directeur est très occupé, 
à fabriquer des avions en papier. 

Mr Patafix a bien tapoté sur son clavier, 
c’est l’heure de sa pause café.

BY THE SAME AUTHORS:

working spread

working cover
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THE ATTIC
MONA LEU-LEU

OCTOBER 2017 
165 X 225 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK WITH ULTRAVIOLET INK  
AND AN ULTRAVIOLET TORCH – €15.50

With the help of a magical flashlight, the reader shines a light  
on the book’s dark spots and reveals a treasure trove of memories  
kept in the attic.

In Oscar’s dark and dusty attic, various objects are waiting for someone to give 
them a new life. Among these are: Oscar’s school souvenirs, his mother’s dance 
shoes, his grandfather’s trumpet... But what if Oscar was not the only treasure 
hunter?

Sweeping the magical flashlight across the pages, by day or by night, children 
reveal the book’s different layers. Page after page, they discover hidden 
illustrations that poetically tell the various stories of the objects waiting  
in the attic’s bazaar.

SELLING POINTS:

•  A gorgeous and interactive object.

•  A fascinating and innovative album:  
the reader becomes actor of the adventure  
he reads.



NOVELTY & ACTIVITY/ AGES: 3+
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THE FAIRY-TALE CAROUSELS 
CINDERELLA  
SERIES

LUCIA CALFAPIETRA

SEPTEMBER 2018 
215 X 215 MM – 32 PAGES – BOARD BOOK – CAROUSEL 
CUT OUT FIGURINES – €15.50

This book and box set revisit the classic tale Cinderella by Charles 
Perrault.

The carousel unfolds 4 illustrated scenes for the emblematic places of the tale: 
the exterior view of Cinderella's house, the interior of her house, a luxurious 
version for her sisters and a fireplace version for her, as well as the ballroom. 
The booklet includes the tale by Perrault, richly illustrated by Lucia Calfapietra, 
explanations to use the carousel and cut out elements (coach, pumpkins, mouse, 
clock...). 

On a hardboard, the main characters in the story - Cinderella, the prince, the 
sisters, the fairy godmother and the stepmother - are pre-cut and detachable.

Children can direct infinite variations of the story’s iconic scenes, as well as 
invent their own stories !

SELLING POINTS:

•  A new collection: fun and original. 

•  Carefully crafted, a beautiful and gifty object.

IN THE SAME SERIES:



NOVELTY & ACTIVITY/ AGES: 4+

LOOK AND FIND  
IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE 
SERIES

THIERRY LAVAL, ILL. BY YANN COUVIN

OCTOBER 2018 
160 X 370 MM – BOARD BOOK BINDING – 5 SPREADS WITH 10 LARGE FLAPS – €15

If you are brave enough, come look and find plenty of hidden elements  
in the haunted house! Here is a new volume in Thierry Laval’s bestsel-
ling Look and Find series, translated into thirteen languages.

Damn it! The car of our big nosed friends is out of petrol, in the middle  
of the forest, at night...

They walk until they face a worrying manor and knock to ask for help.  
Inside, the opening ceremony of the 24th convention of monstrous creatures 
is taking place... Chased by the guests, they run away in the basement of the 
house and through an old cemetery outside.

Will you manage to spot all the frightening creatures in those busy fold-out 
scene sets while our friends are trying to run away?

SELLING POINTS:

•  An original and fun learning tool for children.

• Detailed illustrations, great for visual learners.

• Introducing and reinforcing key vocabulary.

• Filled with humour and hide-and-seek fun!

•  Over 300,000 copies sold across all the formats  
of the series.

•  A strong seasonal theme attractive throughout  
the year!

IN THE SAME SERIES:

Animals Dinosaurs FarmCity At home Prehistory5 continents 45



FICTION/ AGES: 13+

PRISONERS OF  
THE ENDLESS NIGHT
JOHAN HELIOT

MARCH 2018  
140 X 205 MM – 304 PAGES - PAPERBACK – DYSTOPIA – €16

During a hike through the mountains, a group of teenagers find 
themselves prisoner of an endless night… To understand this strange 
phenomenon and to survive, they will have to unite. A dystopian novel 
that starts Lord of the Flies and ends in a Mad Max-style road movie.

Half way through the 21st century, the survivors of the great ecological 
catastrophes live in the Valley, a domed environment where the world  
has been preserved. The community’s teenagers are out on a summer camp  
in the mountains when the stars disappear and the night becomes endless. 

Jon, Loane, and a few others are sent out on a mission to understand what 
happened.

After having survived the “night with no stars,” they will only see the light  
of day when they uncover the truth: the dome that has protected them, 
 and that they knew nothing about, is about to fail. The goal of their mission 
has now changed: to brave the outside desert, a world given over to sun and 
chaos, and reach the Northern Territories where, it is said, life might still be 
possible…

SELLING POINTS:

•  By the same author, Les Substituts, published 
by Seuil Jeunesse, is a recipient of the 2014 NRP 
prize (Nouvelle Revue Pédagogique).

•  A well-established novelist, highly appreciated  
by influencers.

•  Dystopian novel, for ages 13 and above.

•  A gripping page-turner.

IN THE SAME SERIES:
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www.seuiljeunesse.com

 Foreign rights  
contacts

 

Julie Guénard
Asia – Italy – Scandinavia

Greece – Israel – Lebanon – Turkey – The Balkans
Eastern Europe – Baltic States – Russia

jguenard@lamartiniere.fr
+33 1 41 48 82 09

 

Florence Pariente
English (world) – Spanish (world)

Germany – Belgium and the Netherlands
Portugal and Brazil

fpariente@lamartiniere.fr
+33 1 41 48 82 10

 
2018 Bologna Book Fair: Hall 21, stand C6


